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. . .as summarized by Smith Shellnut Wilson

Equity Markets 

 U.S. equities were mixed last week with political uncertainty in the Eurozone and a
strong May jobs report contributing to inflated market volatility.

5/29 Close 6/4 Close Price Change 
Dow Jones 24,753 24,635 Down 0.5%
S&P 500 2,721 2,735 Up 0.5%
NASDAQ 7,434 7,554 Up 1.6%
KBW Bank Index 108.93 107.49 Down 1.3%

Financials 

 Regulators closed no additional banks last week, leaving year-to-date closures at zero.

Credit Markets  

 Treasury yields finished largely unchanged for the week as Friday’s strong jobs report
helped to erase the early-week rally that was triggered by political turmoil in Italy.

5/29 Close 6/4 Close Yield Change 
3-month Tsy 1.89% 1.91% Up 2 bps
2-year Tsy 2.48% 2.47% Down 1 bp
5-year Tsy 2.77% 2.75% Down 2 bps
10-year Tsy 2.93% 2.90% Down 3 bps

 It feels like the European debt crisis days of 2012 all over again for some investors, as
Italian, Portuguese and Greek bond yields surged last week and billionaire George
Soros warned of an “existential threat” to the European Union; the trigger was the
prospect of anti-EU nationalist parties in Italy turning a repeat election into a de facto
referendum on Italy’s membership in the EU.

 The latest bout of market turmoil is denting investor confidence in how aggressively
the Federal Reserve will tighten policy this year, as option activity in Eurodollar futures
shows traders are starting to unwind bets that the central bank will hike four times in
2018; the evaporation of that wager, which implied one more increase this year than
indicated in officials’ quarterly projections, is also apparent in the fed funds futures
market.
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Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress 

 The Fed should slow its pace of policy normalization to help re-align price expectations
around 2% and maintain the credibility of its inflation target, according to Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis President James Bullard.

Economy 

 The U.S. economy expanded moderately through much of April and May, a subtle upgrade
from previous periods, with little indication of overheating, according to the results of a
Federal Reserve survey; the central bank’s Beige Book economic report, based on
anecdotal information collected by the 12 regional Fed banks through May 21, said
manufacturing showed “strong” gains, while employment and prices continued to rise
“modestly” or “moderately.”

 Home prices rose 6.5% on a year-over-year basis in March, driven by rising demand and a
lack of inventory, according to S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller data released last week.

 U.S. consumer confidence rose in May to a three-month high as a strong job market
helped send the “present conditions” component of the survey to the highest level in 17
years, according to figures from the New York-based Conference Board.

 The U.S. economy grew in the first quarter at a slightly slower pace than previously
estimated, while tax cuts gave a significant boost to corporate profits, according to
Commerce Department data updated last week; gross domestic product grew at a 2.2%
annualized rate, revised downward from 2.3%, while consumer spending grew 1%, the
slowest gain in almost five years.

 U.S. consumer spending rose 0.6% in April, the most in five months, and core inflation, at
1.8%, held below the Federal Reserve’s target, adding to signs of solid economic growth
that support the central bank’s plan for gradual interest-rate hikes.

 The U.S. labor market continues to power economic growth as payrolls rose 223,000 in
May - versus consensus estimates of a 190,000 increase - while the unemployment rate
matched its lowest level in almost five decades.

This Week 

Economic data scheduled to be released this week include factory orders and a reading on the 
health of the services sector. 

Quote 

“Camping is nature’s way of promoting the motel business.” 

- - Dave Barry 

The source for the information above is Bloomberg News unless otherwise noted. 


